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Will the Biden/Harris Tax Plan

Impact My Wallet?

President Biden's tax proposal will

undoubtedly evolve as it winds its

way through the legislative process.

Abacus's snapshot captures the key

elements of the potential changes. For a quick analysis of

whether or not the Biden/Harris tax proposal will impact

you, try this calculator. For a deeper dive into all aspects

of the plan, The Deduction podcast provides an easy-to-

follow summary. 

From Vaccination to Travel

With COVID-19 vaccinations

underway, many of us are

dreaming of travel. Abacus

recommends keeping abreast

of CommonPass—an app that

will document your COVID-19

status and protect your health data privacy. Sign up for

an alert to download the app, targeted for release in

February. For couch travel, the Abacus team

recommends our favorite animal webcams: Whale
Watching, Sea Otters, Hippos, and, in May, Puffins!

Meet Our Team

Abacus is proud to announce

that shareholder Jon Robertson

has completed the Charles

Schwab Executive Leadership

Program. This exclusive,

invitation-only program prepares

next-generation leaders to manage and grow

organizations. Jon is shepherding Abacus through the

adoption of many best practices—from enhancing

innovation to embedding positive leadership in our

culture. Kudos to Jon for his year-long commitment to

seeking mastery.  

Abacus in the Community  

Just like our children, we are all

becoming versant in digital

exploration. Abacus recommends

perusing two on-line exhibits at

the McKissick Museum: Piece by

Piece, quilts from the

permanent collection of the

McKissick Museum with a focus on this craft as a

medium for personal expression and artistic vision;

and Child's Play, toys that might inspire a walk down

memory lane from Barbie to Lincoln Logs to Nintendo

64. Abacus is a long-time and proud sponsor of the

McKissick, which fosters awareness and appreciation

of Southern culture and environment. 

Athena's Corner: Inflation

Regime Roadmap  

Will the massive injections of

fiscal and monetary stimulus

lead to escalating inflation?

This Man Institute webinar

discusses the history of

inflationary regimes and the factors that might shift our

economy from disinflation to inflation. The executive

overview of the webinar provides a checklist to monitor

monetary and fiscal policy changes, the metrics of

inflationary pressure, and correlations in the stock and

bond market that might signal a regime shift. 
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